
FROM THE EDITOR
It doesn’t matter what your age or stage
in life, every now and then it’s good to
stop and take stock of where you’re at
style-wise. Not only do our bodies change
but also, hopefully, so do our minds. We
want clothes that reflect who we are
now, not who we were 10 years ago. We
want to dress in a way that enhances our
unique shapes and, most importantly,
makes us feel good about life. This week
the fashion team has pulled together
the top ways to refresh and modernise
your look — but this is not about having
a cookie-cutter approach. The key is to
take these ideas and make them your
own. Ensure you maintain your own
personality so you can tell the world you
are a growing, evolving person who is not
afraid to express their
individuality.

Right Now

ON THE COVER: Fifty-four-year-old
Canadian street-style star Grece Ghanem
at Copenhagen Fashion Week in January.
See more on page 8. Photo / Getty Images.
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Past &
Present

The romance of the 19th century
collides with utilitarian uniforms
of the 1940s in the designs of a

newly launched fashion label Sarah
Bell. Created by Auckland-based
designer Sarah McNaughton, the
label is a welcome addition to the

slow-fashion scene with a focus on
family values and age-inclusivity — a
topic close to Sarah’s heart. “These
pieces have developed from a place

of contentment: for who I am and
the age and stage of life I am in,”

she says, presenting her collection
of unretouched photographs of

friends. The mother of four has a
wealth of knowledge and experience

in the fashion industry, starting her
first job on the workroom floor of
local manufacturer RCM Clothing

(Streetlife, Workshop, Helen Cherry);
and honing her skills as a tailor while

working for top designers Jenny
Packham, Joe Casely-Hayford and
Clements Ribeiro in London. After
returning home, Sarah worked for

Penny Sage and Karen Walker prior to
launching Sarah Bell, beginning with
two limited edition garments named
after her parents, John and Leonie

— a romantic smock blouse and high-
waisted raw Japanese selvedge jeans

inspired by 1940s workwear.
For more information or to purchase

visit Sarahbell.co.nz and Scotties
Boutique at 3 Lorne St.

DIGITAL DISRUPTORS
There is a bold new event challenging the way we view art and showcasing emerging artists from Aotearoa and
the Pacific. “May Fair is the only art fair in New Zealand that celebrates new-generation artists who are not yet
represented by a gallery,” explains Ophelia King, one of the fair’s four facilitators (alongside Eleanor Woodhouse,
Becky Hemus and Nina Lloyd). Reimagining the concept of an art fair through dreamlike digital renders created
with Edward Smith, visitors to Mayfairartfair.com (created by Samuel Beca and designed by Raph Roake) navigate
a virtual building. Twenty digital “booths” will be unveiled weekly throughout the month, with solo artists —
including Sione Tuivailala Monu and Amy Unovich — alongside booths from independent curators, galleries like
play_station (presenting Owen Connors, pictured) and artist-run initiatives. May Fair runs until August 30.
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